Jordanian Troops Quell Uprising by Hard-Line Anti-Israeli Guerrillas

ABU QASIM — Jordanian troops and Arab fedayeen fighters loyal to young King Hussein crushed an anti-Israeli guerrilla uprising Tuesday in a surprisingdevelopment that split the kingdom and raised questions about the stability of the Middle East. The fighting ended with the death of some 80 people, according to army estimates.

It was a spectacular victory for the kingdom, which has traditionally opposed guerrilla warfare. But it also raised questions about the future of the Bedouin, who make up a large part of the population.

On Tuesday, the Jordanian government declared the uprising over and lifted restrictions on the movement of people and goods between Jordan and the West Bank, which is ruled by the Jordanians.

The uprising began on Monday when guerrillas from the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine launched an attack on the Jordanian army base in the town of Irbid, about 40 miles south of the border with Israel. The guerrillas were reportedly seeking to establish a base in the area.

The Jordanian government quickly mobilized troops to recapture the town, which had been the center of the guerrilla movement in the area. The fighting lasted for several hours, with both sides sustaining heavy losses.

The Jordanian army said it had retaken control of the town and had killed or captured all the guerrillas.

King Hussein had warned against the outbreak of violence in the area, saying it would only serve to strengthen the hands of the guerrillas.

The Jordanian government said it would continue to pursue a policy of restraint in dealing with guerrilla activity, but it also warned that it would not tolerate any provocation.

The fighting was a setback for the guerrillas, who had been seeking to establish a base in the area as a way of challenging Jordanian rule in the region.

The Jordanian army said it would continue to work to secure the area and prevent further guerrilla activity.
We're saying NO, too.

If we don't go to the streets on November 5 in the major cities across the country, people will begin to oppose us. The people will begin to oppose us unless we are united in opposition to the establishment and the administration of the world. And this is why we are saying NO to SDS.

SDS can talk about a national strike of workers and students. But SDS cannot talk about a national strike of workers and students without the participation of the workers and students. SDS cannot talk about a national strike of workers and students without the participation of the workers and students who are being oppressed by the establishment.

SDS cannot talk about a national strike of workers and students without the participation of the workers and students who are being oppressed by the establishment and the administration of the world. SDS cannot talk about a national strike of workers and students without the participation of the workers and students who are being oppressed by the establishment and the administration of the world.

SDS cannot talk about a national strike of workers and students without the participation of the workers and students who are being oppressed by the establishment and the administration of the world.

SDS cannot talk about a national strike of workers and students without the participation of the workers and students who are being oppressed by the establishment and the administration of the world.
Photographs Are Exhibited
By 3 at Union

The exhibit of photographs, which is being held at
the Women's Union, includes some of the most
beautiful and interesting photos of Iowa scenes.
The photographs are by various Iowa photographers
and are on exhibition until Saturday.

\* \* \*

Polling Places Slated

The presidential election will be held on Novem-
ber 4, and polling places have been established in
various parts of the state. The polling places
will be open from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. on Election
Day.

\* \* \*

New Poll Jolts Iowa GOP

The Iowa Republican Party is preparing for
the upcoming election, which will be held on
November 4. The party is hoping to make a
difference in the election and is working hard
to ensure that their candidates win.

\* \* \*

definition

Kim berly Clark (kim'bér-li klärk), a successful corporation of dissatisfi-
eced people; i.e., people who are not satisfied with 1. existing processes, 2. traditional raw materials, 3. current production methods, 4. today's markets. 5. yesterday's accomplishments. 6. get-by gimmickry.
**Boston May Lose Patriots**

The Patriot defense fell apart as they lost to the Colts in a game where they were expected to win. Before the season, fans were excited about the potential of the team, but now they are disappointed with the performance. The game was a shocker for the fans and the team alike.

**Colts Make Compensations With Unitas on Injured List**

The Colts have made compensations with Unitas on injured list. The team had been relying on him for their success, but now they have to find a replacement. The news has been met with disappointment by the fans.

**In the News**

- The Patriot defense fell apart as they lost to the Colts in a game where they were expected to win. Before the season, fans were excited about the potential of the team, but now they are disappointed with the performance. The game was a shocker for the fans and the team alike.

- The Colts have made compensations with Unitas on injured list. The team had been relying on him for their success, but now they have to find a replacement. The news has been met with disappointment by the fans.

**Contacts lenses lead a clean life?**

Contact lenses can be a great alternative to glasses, especially for those who want to maintain a clean look. They can also be a more comfortable option for those with sensitive eyes. However, it is important to follow proper care and cleaning techniques to ensure the lenses remain clean.

**Do your contact lenses lead a clean life?**

Contact lenses need to be cleaned regularly to prevent the build-up of bacteria and other germs. Failing to do so can lead to infections and other health problems. It is important to follow the cleaning instructions provided by the lens manufacturer to keep your lenses clean and healthy.

**Choosing the right lenses**

There are many different types of contact lenses available, each with its own advantages and disadvantages. It is important to choose the right lenses for your needs and lifestyle. Talk to your eye doctor to determine which type of lens is best for you.

**Scoreboard**
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These are just a few of the stories that have been making the headlines recently. Make sure to stay up to date with the latest sports news by following your favorite teams and players.
North Stars Select Muckler as New Coach

NEW YORK -- The coach job that eluded John Muckler, 39-year-old National Hockey League veteran of the previous 14 seasons, has been filled with the North Stars. The Minnesota North Stars had been looking for a coach for some time, but last week they announced that Muckler had been hired to coach the team.

Muckler, who had been with the New York Rangers as a coach for four years, was known for his aggressive playing style and his ability to motivate his players. The North Stars hope that his experience will help them improve their season, which has been disappointing so far.

The hiring of Muckler is seen as a major move for the North Stars, who have struggled to find success in recent years. The team has not made the playoffs since 1981, and many fans have called for a new coach to lead the team to success.

Muckler has expressed his excitement about the new job, saying, "I'm looking forward to the challenge of coaching in the NHL. I've learned a lot from my years in the league, and I think I can bring a new perspective to the North Stars."
Stringfellow, Christian Critic, To Speak Thursday at Union

William Stringfellow, called by Time magazine "one of Christ's thorniest thorns," will speak Thursday, Nov. 8, at 7:30 p.m. in the union. Stringfellow is a theological writer who has written on a number of controversial topics related to civil rights, international relations, and social justice. His work has been influential in shaping the theological discourse on these issues.

VOTE SCHMIDHAUSER FOR CONGRESS

One of the Men of Courage in the 89th Congress
Who Worked for
The People of The First District

This Is What The Burlington Hawk-Eye Has To Say About John Schmidhauser

The one race, in this election, in which Southeast Iowa (the First Congressional District) has an advantage, is the race for Congress. They can keep their judgment of the candidates on the race last that both have served in the office they seek.

To refresh memories, the present congressman, Republican Paul Schwegler, is completing his 15th year in the House. His challenger, Democrat John Schmidhauser, served two years (1963-5) — and then Schwegler came back for the present term.

If politics were mathematics (which it isn't), one could argue that Schwegler, with his 12 years, is preferable to Schmidhauser with his two. But politics is a quality thing, and that habit, the Hawk-Eye editor says, should be kept in mind in the election of John Schmidhauser.

John Schmidhauser was not the first Iowa boy about whom a good deal was written. One of the more promising political statistics is that Schwegler, who spent childhood originally in the Johnson lands and did well even better in Iowa, was the first Iowa boy to be a United States senator in 1909, when he didn't have (and also didn't need) Johnson's clout to ride on. He himself was a man who knew what a big business it was to have a newspaper impress on one more than anything else needed in his press room.

The other Iowa boy has more clout than Schwegler. Schwegler's family has been in the state a long time, and the votes have been right, so to speak. Schwegler has served two terms in the state's legislature, and was active in the National Guard, which it is safe to say that Schwegler has been in a position to appreciate. His friends and interests are on the other side of the state, and he has another advantage.

As a professor of government and political science at Iowa State University, he has not only a personal proclivity for that field of politics, he is also close to the very best minds. If his ideas, concerns and efforts are having a deep impact well beyond the borders of his own state, they are having a deep impact well beyond the borders of the entire world.

Schwegler is qualified and we are proud to recommend him.

For payment by Schmidhauser for Congress

Pine Street News

It's Time to Tell It Like It Is!

Joe Johnston's Position

School Bus Bill

Joe Johnston: Supports practical support of ensuring private school children are established

Earl Yoder: Promised "Yes", if they do not have to be maintained or go for fee out of private

Iowa Public Employees Retirement System

Joe Johnston: Proposed: No, it is not fair to those who have contributed to the system

Earl Yoder: Proposed: Yes, voted for the bill.

Minimum Wage Law

Joe Johnston: Proposed: Yes, voted for the minimum wage law

Earl Yoder: Proposed: No, it is not fair to those who contribute to the system

Woodward and Glendale Hospitals for Mentally Retarded Children - Positions on Budget Cuts

Joe Johnston: Supports adequate reauthorization for institutions serving the less fortunate;

Earl Yoder: Supports inadequate reauthorization for institutions serving the less fortunate; voted against all cuts

Vocational Rehabilitation Budget Cuts - Goodwill Industries, etc.

Joe Johnston: Supports nationalized industries as a means to reduce the less fortunate

Earl Yoder: Supports inadequate reauthorization for institutions serving the less fortunate; voted against all cuts

Longer Trucks in Iowa

Joe Johnston: No

Earl Yoder: No

500 Bond on Housing Discrimination Complaint

Joe Johnston: Supports equal treatment for bond requirement

Earl Yoder: Supports inadequate reauthorization for institutions serving the less fortunate; voted against all cuts

Vote for the Man Who Will Match Votes to Promises . . .

Elect Joe Johnston As Johnson County Representative, East District

Sponsored by Citizens for Joe Johnston, Yvonne B. Godbee, Treasurer

SDS Rally Wins State OK

The Big Beat Comes to Psych Hospital

The Mother Blues, a local blue-groove band, did their final tour last night at the Des Moines Psychiatric Hospital. About 150 patients who attended the dance in the gym seemed to be captivated by the Mother Blues.

"I don't want any of the people to have to deal with this," said Dr. R. Minor, "and we were really messed up for the social activities."

"The people who are recorded to be the ones who have a social desire for music are the ones who have a social desire to be active," said Dr. Minor.

Search Continues for Victims Of Italian Floods, Landslides

VENICE, Italy - The search by Italian rescue workers and police in the Italian coastal town of Venice, where the water remained within 3 feet of the waterline, increased Monday.

Policemen, firefighters and residents continued to search for bodies and other victims of the floods and landslides that struck the city on Saturday.

"We were not in a hurry to move on, on Sunday," said a police official.

Search workers continued to search for victims in the worst-hit areas of Venice.

It's the Law - Only House Decides Ties

WASHINGTON, D.C.,- Mayor held off a planned protest by civil rights leaders in the nation's capital and the surrounding area until Wednesday, the day the new congressional term begins.

"I feel that there is no reason why the protest should not be held," said Mayor Harold Washington.

"We are not prepared to make any changes in the protest on Wednesday," said Washington.

"We are not prepared to make any changes in the protest on Wednesday," said Washington.

City Council Sets Bond Sales Dates

Bond sales will be held in Des Moines and Urbandale, the city council decided Monday.
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Tea on the side. With the NIT "Feel-Gooder" and their business, as IDOE hands, "It's still ours, but it's ours.

We's and us."

On many occasions, a group of Iowa's best-known newspapers will be held up as examples of what it means to be a good newspaper. The Daily Iowan's decision to run a story about the Tea on the side.'s efforts has been widely praised, and the paper has received numerous awards for its coverage of this important event.

When you work at doing one thing well for nearly thirty years, you're bound to get pretty good at it.
Protest Action Hit
Continued from Page 1
Young women and men are now using action
in the form of sit-ins to bring about what they
call "social justice." Sit-ins are being held in
places where discrimination is practiced and
where the movement demands equal treatment.

SCHLICKERBEUER, 18, said she is not
afraid of being arrested because she feels it is now
time to "stand up and be heard."

"In the past five years," she said, "we
had to spell out our position and now it is time
to take a stand."

The protest will be held from 2 to 4 p.m.
in front of the Stoddard Department Store in
Syracuse. It is being sponsored by the Syracuse
Chapter of the National Organization for
Women and the League of Women Voters.

SCHLICKERBEUER is one of several
women who have been active in the women's
movement. She is a member of the Syracuse
Chapter of NOW and has been involved in
many protests against discrimination.

She said she is willing to risk arrest because she
believes in the cause.

"I am not afraid of being arrested," she said.
"I am willing to take a stand and fight for what
I believe is right."

The protest is being held in conjunction
with the International Women's Day, which is
observed on the first Sunday in March.

"We are calling for an end to discrimination
in all forms," she said. "We are calling for an
end to the oppression of women."
Thieu Says Paris Boycott Not Temporary, Emotional

"We do not believe in the Communist way. We do not believe in taking over the world by spreading Communism and creating revolutions." - President Thieu

The Press Meets thę Press

Talking shop with Walter Crockett, CBS news correspondent, are David Stebbins, All Downtown, and University of Iowa graduate student Robert J. Nettles, who heard the recent press conference of the U.S. and Viet Cong leaders in New York City last weekend for the Associated Press who conducted Crockett while hearing daily radio broadcasts.

University Bulletin Board

City Council Seeks Hearing

The long search by the city council for a hearing on Housing Project tion in the city. Several councilmen agree that a hearing is necessary and have been appointed to the new housing board.

2 Students, 2 Former Students Win Mid-Mississippi Art Prizes

The University graduate student and former student of the University of Iowa, both awarded the Mid-Mississippi Annual award at the University of Iowa Art Museum.

Kessler's Restaurant

223 So. Dubuque

CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

PRESENTS

CURLEW RIVER

by the Little Orchestra Society

In new screen splendor, the most magnificent picture ever, to be seen at the State Theatre.

CLARK GABLE

VIVIEN LEIGH

LESLIE HOUGHTON

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

NOW, WEDNESDAY ONLY, NOVEMBER 5 AND NOVEMBER 6

Kessler's Restaurant

223 So. Dubuque

THIEU SAYS PARIS BOYCOTT

Not Temporary, Emotional

Thieu says the Paris boycott is not temporary or emotional. "It is a clear statement of our firm opposition to the policies of the Paris conference, which we believe are contrary to the interests of our country and the peace and security of the region." - President Thieu

Workshop On Schools To Be Held

The first of a series of four annual educational workshops focused on professional and social development was held in New York in February. The series of workshops is sponsored by the University of Iowa's Division of Continuing Education and the Iowa State University's Department of Education.

Government Requests Request for City Sewer Project Funds

Iowa City has been denied a request for funds from the City Urban Development Fund. The city had hoped to secure funds to support a new sewage treatment plant. The city council voted unanimously against the request, citing financial constraints.

In Iowa, WEDNESDAY ONLY

"AS DO FEW MOVIES, 'THE SWIMMER' STAYS IN THE MEMORY LIKE AN ECHO THAT NEVER QUITE DISAPPEARS. I HAPPEN TO BE VERY MUCH" - Vincent Canaday, New York Times

Burt Lancaster, "The Swimmer" in NOW, WEDNESDAY ONLY

"THE SWimmer" is the story of a man who becomes involved in a legal battle over a valuable piece of land. The film, directed by Mike Nichols, stars Burt Lancaster and is based on the novel by John Cheever.

In Iowa, NOW, WEDNESDAY ONLY

"THE MIRACLE Worker" is a story of a man who is able to perform miracles and help the sick. The film, directed by John Cassavetes, stars Jessica Tandy and is based on the novel by James Agee.

In Iowa, WEDNESDAY ONLY

"GOING WITH THE WIND" is a story of a man who is forced to choose between his love for a woman and his duty to his family. The film, directed by David Lean, stars Clark Gable and Vivien Leigh and is based on the novel by Margaret Mitchell.
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Turkish Dramatist Came to Iowa
To Give Theater at Home a Rest

Semy Erduran, Turkish poet dramatist, came to the University of \textit{Theater} in the United States to give the theater at the \textit{Home} a rest. Erduran explained that his reason for coming was to stop the production of \textit{Theater} in Turkey. Erduran has been one of the most successful Turkish playwrights in Turkey. He said that he hoped to bring Turkish culture to the United States and to establish a Turkish theater there. Erduran also said that he hoped to bring Turkish culture to the United States and to establish a Turkish theater there.

Is it possible to be passed by at 30? Absolute...
The 26 Wilson steel tennis racks found in the storage area of the school.

The purpose of the school is to provide a safe and healthy environment for students. The school is equipped with modern facilities and resources to support educational needs.

The advantages of having a comprehensive school system include:

1. **Higher Academic Achievements**: With a well-structured curriculum and a dedicated faculty, students can achieve higher academic standards.
2. **Improved Student Well-being**: The school promotes a healthy environment that supports students' physical and mental health.
3. **Enhanced Social Skills**: A diverse student body encourages students to develop social skills and empathy.
4. **Career Guidance and Preparation**: The school offers career-oriented programs to prepare students for future academic and professional pursuits.

These advantages contribute to a well-rounded education that prepares students for success in their future endeavors.
Save up to $3.00!

Major label LP’s! Top artists!

ROLLING STONES
WOODY GUTHRIE
CHARLIE BYRD
THE ANIMALS
ASTRID GILBERTO

SONNY & CHER
PETE SEEGER
RAY CHARLES
STAN GETZ
RIGHTOUS BROTHERS

WES MONTGOMERY
DAVE VAN RONK
CHAD MITCHELL TRIO
JIMMY SMITH
THELONIOUS MONK

Many more in this special purchase. Classics included!

Hundreds of records! Come early for best selection!

Sale starts today!

HAWKEYE BOOK STORE
30 South Clinton Street